Surfa™ 4 & 5 Surface-Mount Continua™
Aluminum Channels Installation Instructions
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1.

Before installing the tape light in the channel, test the connection to power. If using a full spool of tape light, connect one end of the tape to DC
power and turn power on. If using a cut section of tape light, attach the appropriate connector to the tape and then connect to DC power.

2.

Plastic end caps and silicone end caps are included in both open and closed models. The open end caps are designed to allow the power wires
to pass from the DC power supply to the tape light in the channel.

3.

The aluminum bar holds the tape light
while it slides into the channel cover.

4.

Peel off the covering of the tape light’s
adhesive backing and press the tape in a
straight line on the bar, working from one
end of the channel to the other to ensure
flat, even adhesion. Slide the aluminum bar
with tape light mounted into the channel
cover.

5.

Slide the cover / bar / tape light into the
aluminum channel.

6.

Insert the power wire through the open
silicone and plastic end caps before
attaching to the DC power supply.

7.

Insert the silicone end caps into the
ends of the channel and cover with even
pressure on both sides to ensure a snug fit.

8.

Insert the plastic end caps into the ends
of the channel with even pressure on
both sides. Secure the end caps with the
included screws.

9.

If installing in a wet location, use silicone
sealant (item #AL-01-99-9981) for a
waterproof seal around the opening. Let the
sealant dry before proceeding.

10. Use a ruler to place the mounting clips
(included) near the location of the ends
of the channels.
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11. Connect to DC power.
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